
The best solu on
for advanced industrial
applica ons

 

AFWC AFWD AFWC AND AFWD SERIES "BENCH/FLOOR" MULTIFUNCTION SCALE

   

Versa le bench or floor scale with a ached
column, for control and produc on. Pieces
coun ng, weight control, and totalisa on
func on. Available also CE-M APPROVED for
legal for trade use.



 

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Backlit LCD display with 6 digits 24mm high, easily visible from all angles with adjustable inclination.
Membrane waterproof keypad with 7 keys anc acoustic feedback.
ABS case and indicator support column.
Stainless steel plate, size:
- C model 350x450mm;
- D model 420x520mm.
Built-in rechargeable battery (about 70h battery life) and 230Vac power adapter.
Overall height from ground with indicator and column:
- C model 860mm;
- D model 920mm.
Packaging:
- C model: 780 x 500 x 220 mm size - approximate weight of 15,5kg;
- D model: 970 x 600 x 230 mm size - approximate weight of 17kg.
Upon request:
- ACCREDIA calibration with issuing of relative certificate;
- 3000e CE-M approval.

 

FUNCTIONS

counting;
weight check, with 2 thresholds and acoustic alarm;
weight totalisation, in loading or in unloading;
unit conversion: kg, g, lb, oz;
weighing filter selection;
setting range of auto-zero at the switch-on;
zeroing;
zero tracking;
semi-automatic tare;
digital calibration;
backlight command;
low battery warning.

 

COUNTING FEATURES

Internal sensitivity, minimum recommended APW, and minimum sampling weight:

Model  AFWC30 
 AFWC60 
 AFWD60 

 AFWC150 
 AFWD150 

 AFWD300 

Internal sensitivity g 0,1 0,2 0,5 1

Min. recommended APW g 0,5 1 2 5

Min. sampling weight g 200 400 1000 2000



 

  VERSIONS

  

 

Available versions

 
Codice

Max
(kg)

d
(g) (g)*

AFWC30 30 10 10

AFWC60 60 20 20

AFWC150 150 50 50

AFWD60 60 20 20

AFWD150 150 50 50

AFWD300 300 100 100
(*) CE-M divisions are obtainable only with the relative options.
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